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Welcome to the 2012
Out of the Box Festival for Children.
In 2012 QPAC’s Out of the Box Festival celebrates 20 years of commitment to nurturing children’s creativity and imagination. 2012 is also the National
Year of Reading and Out of the Box joins with this initiative by privileging the centrality of reading and literacy in children’s development.
The inaugural Out of the Box Festival (1992) began with a vision to promote artistic literacy. In 2012 this key principle continues to inform all aspects of
the Festival encouraging children’s capability and capacity to read, experience and understand different art forms – music, drama, visual arts, dance,
installations, circus and media. Whatever the experience the aim is always to encourage children and their accompanying adults to engage with the
sensory and visceral learning that the arts offer.
Supporting the vibrant program is the 2012 Out of the Box Classroom Resource. It is designed as a ‘readiness’ document to prepare children for their
Out of the Box visit.
Out of the Box celebrates imagination, curiosity and ‘serious fun’ and these ideas are explored throughout the Resource. The importance of the concept of
‘serious fun’ as an educational imperative could not have been known 20 years ago, but today with neuro-education we know for sure – teachers always
knew – that children do not pay attention to boring things, it is emotional engagement that helps the brain learn. This is where the arts shine!
As the first Artistic Director of Out of the Box I have witnessed the wonderful support of school communities and teachers over the past twenty years.
All of us at QPAC thank you for your interest and your continuing efforts to make it possible for children to experience the arts within our festival.
I’d also like to acknowledge and thank our supporters and sponsors including the Queensland Government and Brisbane City Council. Their continued
support will ensure our very young have the opportunity to be supported creatively, culturally and artistically, now and into the future.

John Kotzas
Chief Executive, QPAC

2012 Out of the Box Key Principle:
LITERACY – artistic & literary
The 2012 Out of the Box Classroom Resource serves as a ‘readiness
document’ for the various arts rich explorations this year’s festival
will offer.

• Literacy

Reflecting the Out of the Box key principle of cultural and artistic literacy,
this resource is based on:

• Storytelling

Curriculum Connections

• Problem-solving.

The activities have been designed to reflect the movement from Essential
Learnings towards the Australian Curriculum. The Out of the Box Classroom Resource acknowledges the current terminology of key learning
areas within both documents as well as the key organisers of the Early
Years Curriculum Guidelines.

A further note about the Performances

The foundation of this resource is based on the Shape of the Australian
Curriculum: The Arts – guiding confident, innovative & imaginative
individuals.

• Innovative thinking
• Movement
• Collaboration, and

When selecting a performance, consider:
• Topics studying
• Interests of the class
• A special experience for children

The National Year of Reading

A further note about the Workshops.

Finding new sources of inspiration and helping children to discover and
rediscover the magic of books.

Workshops have been strategically selected to cover all strands of The Arts
curriculum – Media, Movement, Visual Arts, Drama, Sound & Technology.

The Learning Experiences are based on associated themes and art forms
of the Performances and Workshops & integrate skills such as:
• Utilising Binary Opposites as basis for understanding the world
(through contrast)
• Emotional engagement
• Expression
• Oracy
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The Flying Orchestra
Art Form Focus: Visual Theatre
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … When does the Flying Orchestra play for you?

The Story
“Some days are so windy that even the angels lose their balance...
It’s always a day like this when The Flying Orchestra blows into town.”
Children will be swept away into a whimsical world of lingering rhythms and delightful possibilities when the book by Queensland writer and illustrator
Clare McFadden is magically recreated for the stage.
A dazzling piece of visual theatre, The Flying Orchestra follows the journey of a magical orchestra through life’s key milestones.
Directed by world-renowned puppetry artist Peter Wilson (The Red Tree, How to Train Your Dragon, King Kong), The Flying Orchestra uses innovative
puppetry and design to create an enchanting new work celebrating the sublime power of music in all aspects of life. It’s visual theatre at its finest and a
performance for the whole family to enjoy.
A QPAC PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Theatre Style

Music surrounds us; we hear it, feel it, and sing it. It influences
relaxation, happiness, a sense of freedom and feelings. The Flying
Orchestra learning experiences work towards developing musical
understanding in children. The experiences nurture and encourage
children to respond to music in various forms.

Visual Theatre

Discuss features of music and movement through binary opposites:
high/low ... heavy/light ... loud/soft ... dark/light ... seen/unseen ...
up/down ... big/small.

Main Text
McFadden, C 2010, The Flying Orchestra, Brisbane, University of
Queensland Press.

The main theatre style used in the production of The Flying Orchestra
is Visual Theatre. It may be described as a language of visual images.
It includes multi-modes of performance: Performance, art, installation,
multimedia, puppetry, theatre of objects, dance theatre, theatre of
images, total theatre, experimental theatre and alternative theatre
(The School of Visual Theatre 2007).

Learning Experiences

Extend the Big Ideas

Interactive Teaching
Music and Memory

Visual/Object Theatre – Making objects dance to music

• Ask children to list occasions when they have heard music playing.
For example birthday parties, Christmas, Halloween, birth of a sibling,
festivals. Share these moments.
• Are there particular songs or pieces of music that they can recall?
• Why are they special?
• Who was there when they ﬁrst heard them?

How the world feels with music
• Ask children, “What does music make you do? Does it make you
dance, or tap your foot to the beat, or sing?”
• Play some well-known pieces and give children blocks of time for free
movement to respond to the music.
• Engage children in a discussion on why they listen to music. Explain
that sometimes we listen to music to make us feel happy when we
are sad, calm when we are angry or just because it is our favourite.
Give them time to think about what this might mean to them.
• Draw an image of the place and time where the musical memory
became part of them.

Puppetry
• Children walk around the room as if a string is attached to certain
parts of their bodies. The given part of the body is what leads the
movement around the space. Prompt children to lead by their; puppet
noses, puppet ears or puppet elbows.

• Gather a collection of objects/props and place objects in isolation
around the classroom.
• Signal children one at a time to choose an object and move to stand
beside it.
• Children pick up the object and explore it – where might it have come
from? A castle, a forest? – who might have owned it previously? A
king, a tribe? Encourage children to think about the origins of the
object.
• Repeat this exercise several times until children have looked at a
number of the objects.
• Once the children have explored the objects ask them to choose
one that they are curious about to dynamise through movement.
If two or more children choose the same object ask them to work in
collaboration.
• Choose songs with different melodies for children to demonstrate the
mood of the music through their object.

Online Resources
The School of Visual Theatre 2007, What is visual theatre,
viewed 29 February 2012,
http://visualtheater.co.il/pages/en/what_en.php

• Provide students with equipment to create their own puppet based on
criteria and materials available.
• Explain to children that when the time comes to play their music for
an occasion, an orchestra will bring out their instruments to perform.
Explore orchestral instruments.
• Children create a 3D instrument using different textiles and attach to
their puppet.
• Children dynamise (bring to life) the puppets during a shared reading
experience of The Flying Orchestra.
• Host a mini exhibition of the puppets for parents, guardians and the
school community. Ask children; If you were a part of The Flying
Orchestra,, what would you want to play
play? Children write a comment
and create a plaque to accompany their puppets in the exhibit.

Meet an Orchestra
If your local high school has a concert band or orchestra invite them to
visit your school and play an excerpt of key music styles:
a violin solo; symphony; concerto and sonata.
Alternatively, play recorded snippets of instruments that are featured in
The Flying Orchestra storybook. Involve your music teacher
to assist you with this if possible.

VENUE Lyric Theatre
AGES 4–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Wednesday 13 to Sunday 17 June
10.30am | 12.30pm
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Stradbroke Dreamtime
Art Form Focus: Physical Theatre and Storytelling
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … How will you capture the stories of your childhood?

The Story
This is a tale of a place not far from home that takes audiences to the oldest living culture on earth. This performance is an adaption of celebrated poet,
author and artist Oodgeroo’s book, Stradbroke Dreamtime.
In this newly created work from QPAC and Queensland Theatre Company, Oodgeroo’s stories come to life on stage helping young audiences to share in
her tales of growing up on Stradbroke Island.
Join in a dance telling a Dreamtime story and listen to songs that tell of the water, the land and the people of the island.
A QPAC AND QUEENSLAND THEATRE COMPANY PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Sharing Stories

Hearing the stories of Aboriginal peoples offers children a unique cultural
experience. Children engage in learning activities with a focus on how
culture is resembled through childhood. Understanding who they are in
regards to their community places children at the forefront to develop
perspectives and recognise how stories can be captured and shared.

• Share with children the importance of Dreamtime stories. Dreamtime
stories reflect a spiritual Aboriginal beginning. Stories were told about:
Traditions, culture, animals of the land and sea (to learn and
understand animal behaviours for example hunting), night sky (using
animal images in the sky to find their way when in unknown spaces),
bush and survival (for protection).

Discuss traditional storytelling through binary opposites:
Past/current … joy/sorrow … old/young … childhood/adulthood …
near/far … myth/truth … ancestors/descendent.

Main Text
Oodgeroo, B 1993, Stradbroke Dreamtime, Pymble, Angus and Robertson.

Learning Experiences
Interactive Teaching
“He was a beauty, that ten-foot carpet snake we had as a pet. My father
belonged to the Nunukul tribe of Stradbroke Island, and the carpet snake
was his totem.” Oodgeroo, Stradbroke Dreamtime.

• Share different stories with children from Stradbroke Dreamtime.

Extend Big Ideas
Childhood stories of culture
Children collect photographs and objects of friends or loved-ones that
reflect cultural heritage and childhood.
• Encourage children to ﬁnd out the stories behind the photos and
objects.

Virtual Museums
Visit online virtual museums with children and browse through collections
that reflect how a city or town has been captured.

Connect the importance of museums to a personal level
• Where do children keep their precious things.

• Collate the photographs into a book titled ‘Childhood stories of
Culture’.

• What makes one object more precious than another.

• Children collate photographs in a digital album on a desktop.

• Why so we value certain things?

• Highlight the signiﬁcant aspect of the image that suggests culture
and childhood.

• Why is it important to save things from the past.

As the classroom becomes a timeline of childhood and culture,
children reflect on past and present ways of living, for example in
styles of clothing, toys, food, houses, household items, transport, and
communication.

Stories of my suburb
On a map of Queensland locate and mark the suburbs children live in.
• Provide an opportunity for children to share stories and teach each
other about their town/suburb such as events held in the suburb,
sporting and other activities etc.
• If children are from the same suburbs, group students to map places
of interest.
Encourage children to capture stories that happen in their community
through a drawing or written component.

Museum Experiences
Ask children if they have been to a museum. If so, ask what they saw.
• Share the importance of museums with children.
Visit the North Stradbroke Museum where the stories of Stradbroke
Island have been kept.

VENUE Studio 2
AGES 4–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Saturday 16 June
10am | 12.30pm

• Talk about the idea of attachment.

Online Resources
North Stradbroke Museum 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.stradbrokemuseum.com.au/
Queensland Museum 2011, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.qm.qld.gov.au/
Museum Victoria 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://museumvictoria.com.au/
Australian Museum 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://australianmuseum.net.au/
National Museum of Australia 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.nma.gov.au/
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The Race for the Chinese Zodiac
Art Form Focus:

Intercultural Music and Storytelling

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… How many ways can we share a fable?

The Story
Thirteen animals line up along the shore. But there are only twelve places to be won. Who will miss out?
One of China’s favourite fables is brought to life through an intercultural arts experience for inquisitive young minds.
Follow the story of the Jade Emperor, ruler of heaven and earth, who has proclaimed a great race: the first twelve animals to cross the river will win their
place on the Chinese Zodiac. Find out who wins, who misses out and which animal of the Chinese Zodiac you are.
Gabrielle Wang’s picture book is transformed into a multifaceted theatre production incorporating animation, storytelling and an original Chinese score
played on traditional Chinese instruments and performed live by the Australian Chinese Music Ensemble. Don’t miss this wonderful introduction into
Chinese culture.
A MELBOURNE RECITAL CENTRE PRODUCTION

Classroom Context
Storytelling

Learning Experiences
How a Story Works: The Muscles of Imagination
I see the pictures in my mind

Storytelling provides a basis for character building, self-confidence and
expression.
Engaging children in various forms of storytelling not only enhances
skills, but new ways of understanding which positively impacts on
memory and retrieval.
Discuss features of a race through binary opposites:

I find the words to tell the pictures
I tell it, tell it, tell it
– Jeff Gere

Interactive Teaching
Visualising

Win/lose ... fair/unfair ... kind/cruel ... friend/foe ... difficult/easy ...
lead/follow …help/hinder ... advantage/disadvantage ... high/low ...
fast/slow.

• Familiarise children with the theme and story of The Race of the
Chinese Zodiac withholding the book’s images.

Main Texts

• Discuss with children some of the images that
were conjured to reflect the story they heard.

Wang, G 2010, The Race for the Chinese Zodiac, Black Dog Books.

• Encourage children to close their eyes and create pictures of the
animals and their environments in their minds.

• Encourage discussion around the following: what size is the animal big, small, or medium? How does the animal sound, talk, sing, move,
swim, sleep, snore, and eat?

• Introduce the concept of tempo (beats per minute) – tempo (Italian
for time, plural: tempi) which is the speed or pace of a given musical
piece. The term is used for action associated with a beat.

• Children draw an image of the animal they like the most.

• How does the tempo of movement affect the meaning of action?

• Put the children’s drawings safely away and assure them that we will
find out the significance of their animal later.

• Does it make actions clearer, more able to be seen and made
sense of?

Extend Big Ideas

3. Puppet Show

Story Stations

Theme: Determination

Set up 4 different stations within the classroom.

Rabbit, Rat and Cat don’t like water but they still join in the race.

Ask older students/support staff/ parents/ librarian to assist leading
stations.

• Provide children with materials to create their own puppet and explore
what happens through puppetry.

For each station, children will explore a different version of storytelling
from the examples below:

4. Digital Storyboard

1. Reader’s Theatre
Reader’s theatre is a style of drama in which the participants do not
memorize their lines. Rather, they go through the story and read aloud. In
reader’s theatre participants use vocal expression to help the audience
understand the story.

Theme: Friendship and Cooperation

Theme: The strong helping the not-so-strong- Ox and Dragon
help others.
Storyboards are graphic organisers in the form of illustrations or images
displayed in sequence for the purpose of pre-visualising a sequence of
events.
• Create a storyboard based on the theme of the strong helping the notso-strong using an online storyboard tool.

Rooster, Goat and Monkey band together to build a raft, Ox takes Rat and
Cat on her back.

• Children draw pictures to be uploaded and created as part of the story.

• Write a short scene with students based on the theme of friendship
and cooperation.

Children create a traditional Chinese Zodiac fan to explore each animal
and the personality traits associated with the Zodiac sign.

• Discuss how the voices of the animals might sound. Encourage
playfulness and experimentation.
• Coach the children to try a guided practice reading the story
aloud (pausing, ending sentences) using the voice/s devised
(narrator, characters).
2. Scene Reenactment
Scene reenactments are created when student groups develop a scene
from a book.

Theme: There are many different ways to do things to achieve
a goal

Craft Activity Chinese Zodiac Fan

• Segment a long sheet of paper to create folds (as in a traditional
paper fan).
• Working in small groups to represent individual animals, children draft
the years, Chinese symbol, picture of animal and personality traits on a
separate strip of paper the same width as the folds.
• Attach strips to folds and display the fan on the classroom wall.

Text © 2010 Gabrielle Wang
Illustrations © 2010 Sally Rippin
Adapted from RACE FOR THE CHINESE ZODIAC
by Gabrielle Wang & illustrated by Sally Rippin
Adapted and performed by permission of Walker Books Australia

Rooster, Goat and Monkey build a raft; Pig floats across on her back;
Rabbit floats on a log; Dog, Horse, Tiger, Ox are strong swimmers; Dragon
flies across the river.
• Working in small groups to represent individual animals, ask the
children to work out the best way to get across the river.
• Ask each group to demonstrate their preferred method of getting
across the river using movement. The first time coach
children to move quickly, second time move slowly, third time move
very slowly and exaggerate each movement.
Continue to slow down the action until it is almost unrecognisable.
• Join the whole group together with their preferred method of getting
across the river. Repeat the sequence of fast, slow to very slow. Use
clapping to serve as a beat to keep children moving together.
• Discuss what using different speeds in movement fast, slow to very
slow and normal to exaggerated movements does to the actions and
the meanings children make of the actions.

VENUE Concert Hall
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
10am | 11.30am
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Me and My Shadow
Art Form Focus: Puppetry and Visual Theatre
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … What would a world be like without friendship?

The Story
Shadows are mysterious and magical and can do amazing things. But making friends with your shadow can be a tricky business. There are things to sort
out, negotiations to be made, frustrations to be overcome, problems to solve, adventures to be had and laughter to be shared.
Me and My Shadow is a gentle story depicting the fanciful escapades of a girl who finds a way to be friends with her shadow told using the languages of
paper, light, shadow, colour, water, music, sound and words.
With fantastical imagery, quirky physical performances and an intriguing score, Me and My Shadow ignites the imagination and explores the frustrations
and joys of friendship.
Winner Helpmann Award for Best Presentation for Children 2011
A PATCH THEATRE COMPANY PRODUCTION

Classroom Context
Children explore features of friendships and understand how they can
build and strengthen friendships through individual and collaborative
learning experiences.
Discuss features of friendship through binary opposites:
friend/foe … alone/together … good/bad.

Learning Experiences
Interactive Teaching
Colour a friendship
A friendship is YELLOW – dazzling, like a sunflower watching the sun
burning brightly in the sky. Yum, like sweet banana lollies or thick
banana smoothies! Pretty, like a yellow feathered duckling so curious in
her surroundings. Bright, like the yellow hats we wear to go outside –
all the things my friend and I love!

• Ask children,
If friendship was a colour, which colour would it be?
Is the colour different from one friend to the next?
Which emotions does the colour express for you?
• Children choose the colour their friendship resembles and describe the
friendship through a drawing or writing task (as the example above).

Hear a friendship
Children interview a student from another class about a friendship they
have formed (buddy groups or older students).
• Brainstorm and generate key questions for children to ask such as:
Where did you meet your friend?
Do you like/dislike the same things?
Have you ever had an argument?
What did you do to make things better?

Feel a Friendship
A friend is someone who makes you laugh over the silly things.
A friend is someone who will play sports with you or help you with your training.
A friend would make a beat and you’ll start dancing out of nowhere.
Shadow play is an ancient form of storytelling and entertainment and is popular in many countries.
• In pairs, children work with an older student/buddy group to create a friendship statement and present to the class.
• Refer to online resources for shadow play examples.

Extend Big Ideas
International Friendship Day July 30
• Host a Friendship Event to celebrate and send a message from your school to a neighbouring school about the importance of Friendship.
• Look at how other cultures celebrate Friendship Day.

Read more about friendships and shadows.
Blabley, A 2011, Pearle barley and charlie parsley
parsley, Sydney, Penguin
Hodgkinson, L 2000, Colin & the wrong shadow
shadow, Sydney, Orchard Books

Online Resource
Squidoo 2012, How to make a shadow puppet theatre, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.squidoo.com/shadow-puppet-theater.
The Friendship Page 2011, International friendship day, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.friendship.com.au/friendday.html

VENUE Playhouse Lounge
AGES 3–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Wednesday 13 to Sunday 17 June
9.45am | 12.15pm
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Invisible Me
Art Form Focus:

Music and Visual Theatre

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… How can music help us find our way in life?

The Story
Are you black with white stripes? Or white with black stripes?
Invisible Me follows the adventures of Stripey, a baby Emu, as he searches for his place in the vast Australian bush.
Based on Wendy Binks’ award-winning and hugely popular story book, renowned chamber ensemble Southern Cross Soloists blend narration and music
in an interactive exploration of a land filled with strange and wonderful animals.
A QPAC AND SOUTHERN CROSS SOLOISTS PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Learning Experiences

Exposure to various art forms is a wonderful opportunity to further
extend imagination and creativity in your students. Through the following
learning experiences children learn about camouflage through art, craft
and design tasks.

Interactive Teaching
Storytime

Discuss features of camouflage through binary opposites:

How many ways can you hide?

same/different ...
blend in/stand out ...
predator/prey ...
hide/show ...

Share the story of Invisible Me

Play a game of Hide and Seek.
• Encourage children to think about what they did or changed to be
able to hide.

appear/disappear ...

• Draw a picture or drawing of how and where they hid and how they
felt while they were waiting to be discovered.

colourful/dull

• Share stories and images amongst the class.

Main Text
Binks, W 2011, Invisible me, Perth, Stunned Emu Press.

Body Hide

Fitting In

Extend on How Many Ways You Can Hide?

Share and discuss main concepts with children in stories such as:
Fox, M 1997, Whoever you are, USA, Harcourt.
Skinner, T 2006, Round fish square bowl
bowl, New South Wales, Frontier
Publishing.

• In groups of 4, 3 children try to hide the fourth person in their group
using their bodies. Give children time to consider how they approach
this task.

Animal Ensemble
Explore sounds made by Australian animals
• Children sit in a circle and choose one sound each. Stand in the
centre and conduct children to make their sound. Encourage
playfulness and change conductors. Vary the tempo (speed - slower
or faster), with a change in the rhythm and in pitch.

Music Motifs

Online Resources
Find out more about camouflage online.
World of Wearable Art 2012, viewed 29 February 2012 http://www.
worldofwearableart.com/.
Australia Zoo, Wild Camouflage, viewed 29 February 2012
http://www.australiazoo.com.au/our-animals/animal-diaries/archive.
php?diary=1992.

• Introduce children to motifs through a rhyme. Children choose
specific notes and play with form, shape and pitch to form a music
motif. Involve your music teacher to assist you with this.

National Geographic: Where’s the Stingray? 0.58
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=national+geographic+camouflag
e+for+kids&pq=national%2520geographic
%2520camouflage%2520for%2520kids&sc=030&sp=+1&sk=&adlt=strict&mid=
78E07C56AA2121EBA4DC78E07C56AA2121EBA4DC&FORM=LKVR2.

Colour flair

Ocean Creatures in Camouﬂage
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7RudJahhRk.

Using visual arts techniques, identify concept of camouflage with
children.

Wildlife in disguise: Amazing animal camouﬂage 0.53
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaYbcN7Wa_M.

The production of Invisible Me contains music motifs (primary theme
developed).

• Bring in a selection of toy animals or illustrations.
• Choose one and discuss with children the colours, stripes and
patterns they see.
• Ask children what sort of environment the animal might hide in given
its features.
• Assign children into groups and designate a role to each group
member:
Colour Master, Pattern Master, Shape Master.
• Cover each group’s desk with a large sheet of paper and place a toy
animal in the middle. Children are to paint the background and apply
similar colours, patterns (stripes, spots) and shapes that camouflage
their animal.

Collage
Children can add different textures to further camouflage the animal.

Extend Big Ideas
Create a safari for the school community to journey through in the
classroom.
• Hang the backgrounds children created in different stations
throughout the classroom.
• Children become the creatures and perform their hiding skills to
camouflage.
• Explore the World of Wearable Art website (a multi-sensory experience
of an art exhibition, theatre and fashion show combined) for
inspiration on costume design elements.
• Invite a Park Ranger to give you tips about how Australian Animals
camouflage themselves.

VENUE Concert Hall Foyer
AGES 4–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
10am | 11.30am
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Left Side…Right side…FLIPSIDE!
Art Form Focus: Circus
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … How do you release your inner clown?

The Show
The items in a bedroom can seem bland at first glance. However, with a little circus magic bed sheets are soon transformed into big tops! Let your
imagination run away with you and discover things you never thought possible. After all, the circus is a place where imagination (literally) takes flight.
This performance will showcase amazing circus feats, such as aerials, juggling and balancing acts. Following the performance will be the opportunity for
children to explore the world of circus through imagination, play and, of course, learning their own circus tricks!
FLIPSIDE CIRCUS PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Under the big top

The show Left Side…Right Side…Flipside! explores the area between
the known and the unknown, the possible and the impossible, and
blurs the lines between the real world and the world of each child’s
imagination. The following learning experiences encourage children
to think beyond what they know and utilise their imagination through
circus themed experiences.

Make a shoe box big top with cardboard circus performers.

Learning Experiences

Performance time

Using objects and body
The performers in this show use ordinary objects to create a magical
circus world.
• Ask children, can you think of any extraordinary uses for the everyday
objects you can see around you now?
Circus performers tell stories by moving objects and their bodies in
interesting ways.
• Ask children, in what ways could you use the objects around you and
your body to tell a story? Could your friends help you?

• Use scraps of bright fabric or paper to make colourful costumes
and tent walls.
• Look around for objects that could become circus equipment.
Perhaps a fishing line could become a tightrope? Or a bracelet could
become a hula hoop?

Have an afternoon of performance creation.
• Set up a performance area and allow small groups of children to
work together to present a performance.
• Create invitations, design costumes and a soundtrack.

Juggling fun

Circus Course

An afternoon of making juggling balls.

• Children can decorate their juggling balls by cutting holes in other
balloons and stretching them over the top.

Develop a physical skills course which can be used to develop physical
skills and coordination. The course could happen in the playground and
goals could be set so children can try to work on developing their skills.
This course could be used as a long activity or something used to go
outside for 5 minutes and work on the circus course then come back in
with refreshed minds and bodies.

• Children can practice throwing, catching and juggling the balls
individually and in pairs or small groups.

Circus is all about teamwork. Supporting each other, working together and
being safe are all great learning outcomes to focus on in any activity.

• Make the juggling balls using balloons, rice and a funnel. Use a funnel to
pour rice into the balloons and tie the top shut.

VENUE Studio 1
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
10.15am | 12.00pm
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Hello Spaceboy!
Art Form Focus:

Physical Theatre

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … How far can you extend your imagination?

The Story
Max’s imagination is about to take him on a journey … but he doesn’t quite know it yet! With a knock on the door from an ‘Imaginaut’, Max will be taken
on a search for his imagination where he’ll meet wild and wonderful characters along the way.
With an eclectic mix of creativity, innovation and comedy, this high-energy performance will have audiences dancing in their seats. Zen Zen Zo’s dynamic
production of Hello Spaceboy! reminds us of the importance that imagination plays in children’s lives.
A ZEN ZEN ZO PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Learning Experiences

Children engage in learning experiences through creative play with
an oracy focus. The activities assist to develop confident speakers
through experiences in different contexts: individually; in pairs; and in
various group sizes. Children recognise the characters who influence
them through various forms such as print and media, and appreciate
character traits.

Guided Visualisation - Space Journey
Children lie down and close their eyes. Take them on a journey through
space.
Imagine you are floating in space, feeling light as a feather
feather.
Up up and away you go
go, in amongst the stars.

Discuss features of character and movement through binary opposites:

What are the stars like when they twinkle?

Loud/quiet … appear/disappear ... hide/show ... bright/dark.

You see astronauts in the distance.
What are they doing?

Theatre Style

Can you float over to them?
The further you travel the more exciting things you see.

Physical Theatre

Suddenly a creature comes up to you.

Physical Theatre involves the use of the body to create shapes and
motifs with purposeful movement to tell a story. Using only physical
elements and often with musical elements to accompany, Physical
Theatre encourages the audience to draw on their imagination.

What is it doing?

Spatial awareness is an important feature of physical theatre. Children’s
perceptions of spatial awareness can be heightened with activities
which encourage them to think about their bodies in space and
relationship to objects.

What does it smell like? Is it a nice smell or a terrible smell?
Listen carefully for the creature to tell you about an egg to find.

Repeat the passage again with children building on physical element.
Words and phrases are bold in the passage for children to make
physical.

Journey Reflection
Ask children to respond to key questions from the experience of the
visualisation.
• What could you see when you looked down?
• How did it feel being up so high?
• Tell us about the exciting things you saw.
• Provide children with the opportunity to express their adventure
through, oracy, and Dance devices such as movement phrases, space
and levels.

Extend Big Ideas
Pair Up
Children begin in their own space. Children role-play finding an egg and
watching the creature hatch.
Finding the egg
Incorporate spatial awareness terminology, instructing children to:
• Take a step closer and watch it hatch
• Keep the creature an arm span away from the person next to you
• Step to the person behind you to meet as a pair.

VENUE Cremorne Theatre
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
10.15am | 12.45pm

Alien Mealtime
Children meet up in pairs to prepare a meal together for their pets.
• Encourage children to talk to their partner about their ﬁrst experiences
with their creature: how it hatched; how they greeted the creature.
• Children write down the ingredients and method used to create a
recipe.

Playgroup for Aliens
• Children meet up with another pair to create an activity for their pets
in small groups.
• Children talk to each other about the meal they made and their pet’s
reaction. Share recipes as a class.
• In pairs, ask children to take turns describing their creature to their
partner.
• Partners draw the character as they hear it being described.
• Encourage students to incorporate feelings and sensory elements into
the description.
Share alien descriptions as a class.

12 - 17
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Dinosaur Petting Zoo
Art Form Focus: Puppetry, Family Entertainment
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… What would it have been like to walk with dinosaurs?

The Show
It’s a petting zoo, but not as you know it!
Get up close and personal with prehistoric creatures that once roamed free across the ancient lands of Terra Australis. Come eye to eye with an amazing
array of mostly friendly (!), life-like creatures from cute baby dinosaurs to the teeth-gnashing ferocity of the Australovenator
Australovenator. Feed, pet and interact with
them in a once-in-a-lifetime imaginative experience.
Erth’s awesome menagerie of insects, mammals and dinosaurs will come to life on the Melbourne Street Green in a unique, fun and educational
performance that will thrill and delight children of all ages.
The technical brilliance of Erth’s enchanting petting zoo comes to Out of the Box for an unforgettable experience that will take audiences on an
informative journey through Australia’s prehistoric natural history.
AN ERTH VISUAL & PHYSICAL INC PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Main Text

Children engage in the wonderful world of dinosaurs through
activities based on physical movement, exploration and improvisation.
Improvisation fosters the development of social skills, self-esteem and
creativity, encouraging a spontaneous and engaged classroom.

‘What If’ by Isabel Joshlin Glaser

Discuss features of character and movement through binary opposites:
open/close ...
gigantic/tiny ...
hungry/bursting ...
heavy/light ...
scared/fearless ...
loud/soft

What if...
You opened a book
About dinosaurs
And one stumbled out
And another and another
And more and more pour
Until the whole place
Is bumbling and rumbling
And groaning and moaning
And snoring and roaring

And dinosauring?
What if...
You tried to push them
Back inside
But, they kept tromping
Off the pages instead?
Would you close the covers?
– Isabel Joshlin Glaser

Learning Experiences

Explorer for a Day

Interactive Teaching
What if you opened a book about dinosaurs and
one stumbled out?

Children come dressed as explorers.

Bring the poem What If to life as you tell it to your students.
Children dramatise opening a book to find a dinosaur
stumbling out.
Encourage imagination, expression and movement
to elaborate on their reaction.

• Explore the dinosaurs known to roam Queensland a long time ago.
• Explore where dinosaur footprints are found in Queensland through
online resources.
• Children create their own dinosaur footprints and make another pathway
pointing in the actual direction where dinosaur footprints are found in
Queensland.

Ask children:

Children share their research with the team from Erth at the Dinosaur
Petting Zoo!

• How big is your dinosaur?

Online Resources

• What does s/he feel, smell, look like?

Links to Queensland dinosaurs and dinosaur footprints.

• Is s/he friendly?

Queensland Museum, 2011, Dinosaurs, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.qm.qld.gov.au/Find+out+about/Dinosaurs+and+Ancient+
Life+of+Queensland/Dinosaurs.

• Is s/he scary?
• Does s/he make sounds?
• Can s/he communicate?

Dinosaur Play
• Have children decide on a posture for the Dinosaur at rest and then
individually bring to life with a tap.
What if the dinosaur started bumbling and rumbling, groaning and
moaning, snoring and roaring, and dinosauring?
In their own space, and in 5 second blocks, children explore each
movement before freezing in their positions on 1.

Dinosaur Trackways, Lark quarry dinosaur trackways,
viewed 29 February 2012, http://www.dinosaurtrackways.com.au/.
Queensland Dinosaur Trackways, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://home.alphalink.com.au/~dannj/larkqury.htm.
Museum Victoria, Dinosaurs in Australia, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://museumvictoria.com.au/discoverycentre/infosheets/
dinosaurs-in-australia/.
ABC, 1999, Walking with dinosaurs, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.abc.net.au/dinosaurs/meet_the_dinos/ozdino2.htm.

Tap children to respond one at a time or a select few to see how they
interact.

Read more about dinosaurs

• Bumbling: When might a dinosaur be clumsy? When have you been
clumsy and bumbled?

Yolen, J 2000, How do dinosaurs say goodnight?
New York, The Blue Sky Press.

• Rumbling: What could the dinosaur be doing if you hear a rumbling noise
coming from the kitchen? When have you rumbled?
• Groaning: How do dinosaurs groan … loudly, scarily? What makes you
groan?
• Moaning: How might dinosaurs moan when they are tired? How do you
moan?

Grambling, L 1995, Can I have a stegosaurus, mom? can I? please?
Mahwah, NJ, BridgeWater Books.
Strickland, P 2000, Dinosaur Roar! Puffin Books.
D’Ath, J 2011, Dinosaur dreaming,
Brisbane, UQP University of Queensland Press.

• Snoring: How do dinosaurs sleep? Explore different positions to fall
asleep in. Stand up, lying down, snuggled up.
• Roaring: Can you roar like a dinosaur?

Extend Big Ideas
What if you could push the dinosaur back inside the book ... Would you
close the covers?
• Give children a template of a dinosaur footprint. On the footprint children
write about an adventure they would have if a dinosaur jumped out of
their reading book.
• Laminate the footprints and create a dinosaur track through the
classroom for parents and other students to read.

VENUE Melbourne Street Green
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Wednesday 12 to Friday 15 June
10.30am | 1pm
Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 June
9.30am | 11.30am | 2.30pm
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We Built this City
Art Form Focus: Interactive Play Space
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … How can we become designers of the future?

The Installation
A public construction extravaganza using nothing but thousands of cardboard boxes and the energy and ingenuity of kids and families
The limitless power of children’s imagination, expression and good old fashioned fun will come into play as QPAC becomes one giant cardboard
construction site!
We Built This City invites children to release their inner architectural, design and construction skills to build tunnels and construct towers using not one,
but thousands of boxes. Be part of the fun as buildings go up, are pulled down, redesigned, extended, walked through and reconstructed.
Among the mayhem, Polyglot’s performers will rove the site in the roles of construction workers, setting tasks and becoming characters who help bring
an essence of community spirit into play. Happy building!
A POLYGLOT THEATRE PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Main Texts

The project of We Are What We Do (a not-for-profit behaviour change
company) has been designed to explore social and environmental issues
and how everyone can make a difference through small actions. Written
by children, the book 31 Ways to Change the World is the reflection of
the project for little people. To further coincide with the book, an Action
Tracker website has been developed for people to view how others are
engaging with the project - sending the message that small actions
multiplied by lots of people equals big change.

Taylor, T 2010, 31 ways to change the world: we are what we do,
US, Candlewick Press.

Through cooperative learning and play experiences children recognise
the importance of working together and become familiar with the
Action Tracker Website. Reflecting initiatives such as recycling and the
environment, children will create a larger-scale visual arts project.
Discuss features of building and design through binary opposites:
build/rebuild ... design/redesign ... balanced/unsteady ... straight/
crooked ... rise/fall.

Action Tracker, 2011, viewed 29 February 2012.
http://actiontracker.org.uk/classroom/.

Learning Experiences

Imagined City

Interactive Teaching

Combine children’s constructions of the Imagined House to create an
Imagined City
City.

Love your stuff
Action #111
“This action has been done 4,357 times which means there are 4,357
fewer things that have been chucked out. New stuff comes in nice
packaging. It smells good and has fancy tags. Old stuff doesn’t. It’s flat
from being at the bottom of your bed or smelly from being your favourite
football shirt. It’s full of holes. But there are still a good few years of love
left in it” http://www.actiontracker.org.uk/actions/view/111/.
• Bring in some of your ‘stuff’ to show children.
• Discuss objects children have considered throwing out.
• Instead of throwing out, what else could they do with their items?
Brainstorm ideas as a class.

Recycle more, waste less
Resources and environments can be reused and conserved.
• Explore ways to Recycle more, waste less via Action Tracker website
www.actiontracker.org.uk through a shared digital experience. Read the
type of actions people have suggested and how the messages of the
actions are extending to the world.

Imagined House
In small groups, children build an Imagined House incorporating Action
Tracker actions. Their imagined house is created from recycled materials.
The brief is that the children build a house with unique qualities.
• Involve children in a discussion about what a ‘unique quality’ might be,
such as a front door that is also folded down and used as an elevator to
the top level (multi-purpose).
• Provide children with materials to construct.
• Once constructed, groups rotate among the houses to provide ideas/
suggestions about a feature that could be added to enhance the ‘unique
quality’ of each group’s house.

VENUE Playhouse Green
AGES 3–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Wednesday 13 to Friday 15 June
9.30am | 10.20am | 12.30pm | 1.20pm
Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 June
10am | 11am | 1.30pm | 2.30pm

Make it specific to resource conservation, referring back to the Action
Tracker website. Ask children to identify which actions from the Action
Tracker they have considered when constructing their imagined house.

Extend Big Ideas
Action #131 Create your own Action
Referring back to Action Tracker;
• Ask children which actions they think are necessary for their classroom.
• Extend this to discuss actions used for home and school.
• Create an action with the class that links to their learning environment
and add to the Action Tracker website.
• Prepare children for giving instructions and directing their big ideas to
other students.
• Children can track their action and see how other people share their
vision.
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The Tall Tent of Tall Tales
Art Form Focus: Reading and Storytelling
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box…
How will you experience the National Year of Reading 2012 Reading Hour?

Step inside The Tall Tent of Tall Tales
Throughout the Festival, you are invited to celebrate the National Year of Reading 2012 in The Tall Tent of Tall Tales through storytelling, writing,
performing and, most importantly, sharing.

Telling Tales

When I Grow Up …

The simple fact of reading to your child is among the most
powerful ways in which you can encourage literacy.

Living Books share their stories of growing up

National Association of Gifted Children
Imaginations take flight in the Tall Tent with storytelling from well-known
authors and ambassadors of the National Year of Reading 2012.

Trading Tales - Stories worth sharing
There are plenty of books for everyone to share!
The Tall Tent librarians will assist young readers to exchange their preloved books for one off the shelves of our Tall Tent library. Bring along
your pre-loved story books, exchange them with one from our library,
and help us to build libraries for children who have limited access to
books.
All books remaining at the end of the festival will be donated to a
children’s charity.

The Tall Tent of Tall Tales
Tongue Twister Test
Tongue twisters and alliteration are fun tools for improving
diction and other language skills.
How many times in one breath can you say The Tall Tent of Tall Tales?
Try this tricky tongue twister ‘til you’re truly tongue tied then trek into
The Tall Tent of Tall Tales to test your tongue twisting talents.

If you follow your dreams you can be anything you desire when you
grow up. Do you want to be a doctor or a nurse, fireman or a builder?
Perhaps a teacher, hairdresser or even a rocket scientist?
Our collection of Living Books – real life people representing a wide
selection of occupations – will share their stories of how they became
the people they are today.

Tell the World
Through the magic megaphone children are invited to tell the world
what’s on their mind, how they feel, who they love, what they want or
why they do the things kids do.
Whether it’s a simple statement, a detailed story, a riddle or a joke,
children are encouraged to express themselves however they like – as
long as it’s loud!

Tech Tales
A quiet space for readers of any age to chill out with a good story.
Choose from your favourite picture book or discover the new world of
e-books and digital stories.
VISIT THE WEBSITE FOR THE DAILY SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS WITHIN THE TALL TENT OF TALL TALES.

Classroom Context

5 Ideas for Five Calm Soothing Moments

Based on the concept of Mem Fox’s Read Aloud commandment, Ten
Wildly Happy Minutes.

1.

Create a reading ambience with mood and music. Invite children to
bring in a reading pillow. Children experience quiet time with their
chosen book and pillow.

2.

Initiate a key question for all children to think about as they are
reading their story. For example, “What would change if the story was
set in a forest, or space?”

3.

With assistance, children record their reading of a story. Children can
then reread the story with their voice recording to accompany.

4.

Collect different versions of the same story. Children can read and
compare similarities and differences.

5.

Provide children with time on programs such as Fast ForWord during
reading time (Letter recognition and naming, Phonological Awareness,
Letter-Sound associations).

In moments ranging from wildly happy to calmly soothing, children read
and are read stories, to celebrate the Reading Hour – a national initiative
as part of National Year of Reading 2012.

Learning Experiences
Ten wildly happy minutes + Five calm soothing moments =
The Reading Hour
10 Ideas for Ten Wildly Happy Minutes
1.

Host your own ‘Give & Get’ Book Exchange in class.
Children trade and share a well-read book for another through a class
book exchange.

2.

Recreate the setting of a chosen book.
If the story has a jungle theme, create a space in the classroom with
a jungle atmosphere. Paw-prints may lead the way to the area, furry
jungle creatures may join in, lighting may change!

3.

Explore the movements and actions of the characters.
Children follow the movements of the characters in the story. Does
the character dance, sing, wiggle? Use a countdown method for
children to be back sitting down and ready to listen again.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Host ‘voice minutes’- changing the voices of characters.
Dramatically alter characters’ voices to show children how much fun
can be had with characters in the story.
Create story stations in the classroom where children can dress
up and experience the story.
Each station may have a different story or different experiences of one
story. For example, Jackie Urbanovic’s Duck at the Door might see
children learning different skills as Max the duck did.
Explore an Author or Illustrator.
Choose favourite authors or illustrators to read about. Ask a guest
performer to dress up and pose as the author/illustrator and hold a
workshop, such as in writing, storytelling, acting or drawing.
Host oral narrative traditions of stories lived and stories told.
Invite special guests to share traditional stories of their culture.
Recreate the ‘Telling Tales’ concept into the classroom as
featured at Out of the Box.
Just like a library system, children may borrow another student,
special guest or principal to read a story to them.

9.

Explore with puppets to help characters overcome a problem
within the story.
Children can act with and through puppetry to guide the character
through a problem.

10. Grab a story and follow Mem Fox’s Read Aloud Commandments.
Read aloud with animation: hang loose and be loud, have fun and
laugh a lot.
Talk about pictures; sing any old song that you can remember; say
nursery rhymes in a bouncy way; or be noisy together doing clapping
games. Look for rhyme, rhythm or repetition. Play games with the
things you can see on the page – finishing rhymes, and finding the
letters that start with your name or a friend’s.

“Stories can take you anywhere, make you anyone, teach you
everything” Alison Lester, Children’s Laureate Project, The
Australian Children’s Literature Alliance.

Online Resources
Love2Read 2011, National Year of Reading 2012,
viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.love2read.org.au/index.cfm.
Fast ForWord 2008, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.fastforword.com.au/.

Special Out of the Box Task
“When I Grow Up…”
Out of the Box invites you to capture video footage of children responding
to the question… “When I grow up, I want to be…?”
Star in the Tall Tent of Tall Tales!
Upload videos directly to the Out of the Box YouTube
channel or submit a DVD by post to the Out of the Box
team.
Videos will screen online leading up to the festival and
on looped in the Tall Tent of Tall Tales for all children
to see.
The Out of the Box YouTube channel will be launched
late March 2012. Videos may be uploaded until Friday
8 June 2012. Postal submissions must be received
no later than Friday 1 June 2012. Visit the Out of the Box
website from April 2012 to find out more.

VENUE Cultural Forecourt
AGES All ages
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Friday 15 June
9am to 2.30pm
Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 June
9am to 4pm
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Sticky Maze
Art Form Focus: Interactive Play Space
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box … How can we send positive messages out into our world?

The Installation
Be part of creating Sticky Maze, an interactive play space where simple and everyday materials are used to transform public space into a labyrinth of
adventure. It’s beautiful and unusual to look at as well as fun to play in, through and around.
Facilitated by Polyglot’s performers, children are invited to continue the story of ‘I went to the Out of the Box Festival and I…’ by adding drawings, stories
and oodles of newspaper to help in the creation of the maze. Gradually the walls become filled in, creating the ultimate bewildering maze.
Inside the Sticky Maze are Polyglot’s performers who play tricksters: taking people the wrong way; hiding within the walls of paper; talking in gibberish
and giving children tasks that take them on different paths through the maze.
A POLYGLOT THEATRE PRODUCTION

Classroom Context

Background information on installations

With a focus on introducing children to the concept of installation and public
art, the following learning experiences will assist children in preparation
for the Sticky Maze experience. Incorporating creative expression and
communication through ideas and observations, children will employ key
visual arts concepts to create their own installation.

• Transform the perception of a space in museums and galleries, as
well as public and private spaces.

Learning Experiences

• Designed to exist in a single space temporary or permanent and/or
can tour various town and cities.
• Interactive installation involves the audience acting on the work and
responding.

Interactive Teaching

• The genre incorporates a broad range of everyday and natural
materials, with evocative qualities.

Polyglot’s Artistic Rationale – The Message Polyglot Send About
installations

• Some installations are categorised as public art - displayed for all to
see such as sculptures, statues and murals.

• Creation of imagined world.
• Combines ‘gallery’ and ‘theatre’ experiences.
• Inspired by the organic shapes, improbable ﬁgures and skewed
perspectives of children’s drawings and construction materials.
• Inﬂuenced by children’s artwork, bold use of colour, impossible ideas and
simplicity in line and form are privileged over drawing ‘inside the lines’.
• Incorporate puppetry, visual art, multimedia, sound, movement, light,
animation.

Send a Message

Online Resources

In Sticky Maze the intention of the Installation is to engage children in
creating and sending messages.

Aesthetics of Joy, 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://aestheticsofjoy.com/.

Where do message come from? Where do they go?

Colossal Art & Design, 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/.

• Brainstorm as a class, different types of messages that are sent to each
other (for example Happy Birthday) and to the world.
• Set a task to children to bring in an example of how messages are sent.
• Explore the selection children bring in and brainstorm other forms as
a class. Examples could include: in a bottle; a letter; an email; online;
through a website; newspapers; magazines; skywriting; posters; social
media; phone; invitations; stories; ﬂares and sirens.
• Discuss elements we need to think about when sending a message
such as who will be receiving the message.
• Look at examples of positive messages and negative messages. What
are the differences in word choice?
• Provide children with opportunities to create messages through
mediums such as songs, puzzles and images.
• Explain to children that artists can send messages through installations.

Creating Your Own Installation in the Classroom, School
• Explore key concepts of installations and public art with children
• Ask children to recall examples they’ve experienced.
• Look at examples of installations through online resources.
• Explore with children what the terms ‘impossible ideas’ and ‘imagined
world’ mean to them.
• Brainstorm ‘impossible ideas’ and ‘imagined world’ for an Installation.
Children can explore the concepts amongst peers in the classroom and/
or older students.
• Choose an idea to be the theme of the installation and discuss which
materials might associate with the theme.
• Collect the materials necessary and begin a design process for the
installation. Explore (theme) plan (installation objectives, materials,
location, interactive quality with users), implementation and evaluation.
• Which drama elements could children incorporate? Take children
through drama based learning experiences of other performances and
workshops.
• The installation task should be student-directed – a reﬂection of the
personalities and expression of children within the classroom.

VENUE Cultural Forecourt
AGES 3–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Friday 15 June
9.30am to 2pm
Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 June
10am to 4pm

Pinterest, 2012, Installation, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://pinterest.com/search/?q=installation.

Note to teachers
In small groups, give children time to think about and collaborate on what
they might create in the Sticky Maze experience.
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My Terrific Hieroglyphic
Art Form Focus: Workshop
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box…
How could other people know your story, even if you were not there?

The Workshop
Does your name tell a story?
Using storytelling, children will discover some of the different symbols, marks and pictures people from around the world use to tell stories, both from the
past and the present.
Children will be introduced to Egyptian hieroglyphic picture writing and will match pictures to letters in an interactive game. Using everyday images to
make our own picture writing, children will create their name in picture letters as wearable art. Children will also use their picture name to make up a
funny story.
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM
During Out of the Box, Queensland Museum & Sciencentre will be hosting the Mummy: secrets of the tomb exhibition (19 April – 19 August, 2012).

Classroom Context

Learning Experiences

To young children, learning to interpret symbols, written letters and
words can be like reading hieroglyphics. Yet developing language and
communication skills are essential to operating in our world.

In our country and around the world – Exploring cultural diversity.

These marks and symbols tell a story, a story of people past and
present, and your story for people in the future. Looking at different
people’s symbols helps children to explore cultural diversity and identity
and make connections between themselves and others.
In this workshop children have a creative response by creating their
picture name as wearable art. Other strategies used include storytelling,
questioning, sharing ideas, cooperative play, visual stimulus and objects
and problem solving.

Starting with the cultural diversity represented in your class, explore
either one or many cultures with a range of activities. Invite a
grandparent/community member to share their story, wear/show
traditional clothing, find out where they lived when they were a child,
locate this on a map (print and /or digital map), explore different foods
or cultural practices, look at language words and different symbols/
letters. Explore how the unique stories of a culture are told and passed
on from adults to children.

Explore familiar symbols.

Can you understand me?

Use package labels to identify and discuss different symbols which give us
information.

• Invite someone with an ESL background (could include indigenous
communities) into your classroom to tell a story or sing a song in
language.

• Analyse how we often can still work out the meaning of something using
the symbols even though we cannot read the words.
• Discuss how useful symbols are when you have a small space to write
your message e.g. a label.

Symbol memory match
• Create a giant memory card game where pairs of cards match an
everyday symbol to a pictorial representation of their meaning.
• Symbols could include walk/don’t walk man, zebra crossing, $ symbol,
company brand logos, school crossing supervisor stop sign.
• An alternative could be a Bingo game with the Bingo card made up of
symbols and the caller giving the explanation.

Leave your mark
• Create a giant wall mural or individual works of art using the letters
in a child’s name. Techniques used could be paint, collage, marks in
clay, printing, stencilling or sgraffito. This could be a simple personal
expression or children asked to incorporate something that they like or
like to do into the art work.

VENUE Queensland Museum
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Saturday 16 June
9.45am | 11.15am | 1pm
Sunday 17 June
10am | 11.30am | 1.30pm

• Your visitor could write using letters (if letters are dissimilar to English
alphabet eg Greek, Chinese, Russian, Japanese, Arabic). Children
can explore words for the one object or animal or person in different
languages. Eg different words used for grandmother.

Explore Braille
• Explore Braille as one set of symbols for those facing visual challenges.
Obtain some Braille books/materials for children to experience using
Braille for themselves.

Explore Auslan or similar
• Invite a guest who can explain and use the hand signals used by the
hearing impaired. Learn a few signs.

My own language
• Children create their own picture language and make words out of
pictures.
These pictures letters could be used to leave a message with other
children solving the puzzle. Make a funny story using the pictures in the
words. Tell a classmate or draw a picture of your funny story.
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Fly Away Home
Fiona Hall is a leading Australian artist whose practice includes major public commissions and projects that embrace a broad range of media
and increasingly engage with themes of ecology, history and the effects of globalisation.

About ‘Fly Away Home’
Fly Away Home is a large-scale installation by Fiona Hall for children and families, in which the artist has incorporated money as material for the work
as well as for its symbolism. She designed paper money that children can use to make their own bird species and bird nest. Each banknote features a
different migratory bird: people often migrate for similar reasons to birds — they make new homes where the weather is warmer, in a place with the
right environment for raising a family — and this activity encourages children to consider their own experience, and the experience of their friends and
families, of moving away and starting over in a new location.
The exhibition also includes a wallpaper created by the artist especially for the installation. The wallpaper design depicts birds native to Sri Lanka against
a backdrop of pattern drawn from Tamil Tiger military camouflage. Integral to the wallpaper the artist has included the screening of a video work by the
artist documenting the bird life visiting a Sri Lankan lake during the monsoon. These inclusions contribute to the making of an immersive environment
inspired by the artist’s residencies in Sri Lanka over the past decade.
The artist and the Queensland Art Gallery would like to thank the Queensland Museum for loaning a selection of bird specimens for this installation.

Key ideas to explore:

Learning Experiences

• migration

Migration

• bird species

Every year, almost 2 million shore birds migrate from the northern hemisphere
and stay a while in Australia. Why would birds want to migrate to another part of
the world?

• impact of human behaviour on the environment
• currency
• value

• Explore different nationalities that exist in Australia. For what reasons did they
come here?
• Ask children, do you know anyone who wasn’t born in Australia? If so, where
were they born? Why did they come to Australia? Encourage children to share
stories with the class.
• Explore the ways different cultures enrich our lives, such as through dress, food
and music. Host cultural days to celebrate.

Mapping

Environmental issues

• Using coloured wool strands, children create a world map tracking all
the different routes that migratory birds take.

• How can your school help preserve the birds in your community? What
can people do to help the environment? Explore with children.

• Children explore which bird ﬂies the longest distance, which one ﬂies
the shortest and which birds fly about the same distance.

Patterns in nature

Journal writing

• Camouﬂage: Ask children, other than nature, where do we see these
patterns in places or items? Why is camouflage helpful?

• Task for children - Imagine you are a bird about to ﬂy to a new
destination. Describe your feelings and what you see from up above.
Now describe your new location.

Money

• Children compare what they’ve learnt about human migration and bird
migration and look for any similarities.

• Look at different currencies from around the world. What is similar and
what is different? Look at the colours, symbols and images. Who are the
people featured on them? What places appear there?

Bird species

• Distribute play money to student pairs, working with students to identify
each note. Ask students to discuss ways to differentiate among them,
such as looks, symbols, colour, and size.

• Explore information on migratory birds on the internet and in the library
and ask children to choose one.
• Children create eggs to ﬁt into a nest: ﬁrst researching the size of eggs
relevant to their chosen bird.
• Research the different materials that bird species use which is right for
their kind of habitat.
• Invite children to bring in some feathers they ﬁnd in their yard at home
or at school. Children investigate what type of bird left the feather. Ask
children, what clues does the feather provide?
• Go on a bird-watching expedition at the local park, bring cameras along
for children to photograph birds.
• Explore if there are any local Indigenous stories about the birds in your
suburb.
• Birds are considered free because they can ﬂy. Ask children, are people
free? How might birds and people be similar?

• Talk about the value of each bill and share with students the hierarchy of
values among the bills.
• Have student pairs create a chart on a poster board that includes
column headings for the currency names, values, colours, symbols
and so on. Instruct students to glue play money onto their poster in the
appropriate column, or to draw their own images of the currency.

Further note to teachers
The exhibition also includes wallpaper created by the artist especially for
the installation. The wallpaper design depicts birds native to Sri Lanka
against a backdrop of pattern drawn from Tamil Tiger military camouflage.
Integral to the wallpaper the artist has included the screening of a video
work by the artist documenting the bird life visiting a Sri Lankan lake
during the monsoon. These inclusions contribute to the making of an
immersive environment inspired by the artist’s residencies in Sri Lanka
over the past decade.

Guess the bird
• Children choose a bird and come up with clues (drawing or sound clues)
to play a ‘guess the bird’ game with a classmate. Some birds to focus on
could include a rainbow lorikeet, willy wagtail, seagull, magpie, parrot,
kookaburra or sparrow.

VENUE
Gallery Of Modern Art, Children’s Art Centre
Installation view of Fiona Hall’s Fly away home artist project, December 2010 /
First commissioned by the Children’s Art Centre for ‘21st Century: Art in the First Decade’
Courtesy: The artist and the Queensland Art Gallery
Supported by the Tim Fairfax Family Foundation 2010 / Photograph: Katie Bennett

AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Saturday 16 June
10am to 5pm
Sunday 17 June 9am to 5pm

12 - 17
June
2012

The Strange-itoreum
Art Form Focus:

Theatre

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… What would be in your Strange-itoreum?

The Story
If you hear the fridge rattling, detect the smell of dragons or notice extraterrestrial peas rolling around your dinner plate, be warned!
The Strange-itoreum is somewhere near and anything could happen!
This light-hearted and SHRIEKINGLY FUNNY show takes children into a nonsense world filled with curious objects, loopy language and kooky characters.
Making use of a range of visually tantalising techniques, music and a large cast of highly physical performers, the show will give its audience the thrill
of visiting an “ABSOLUTELY AWFUL” place few have dared to go! Children, their teachers and carers will be delighted as they meet a range of strangely
wonderful characters, including dragons, a head and toe mistress, a barber who thinks he’s a dentist and some children who have quite carelessly
been mislaid. Providing opportunities for some serious FUN, the show will ensure imaginations are enriched and a whole new vocabulary of language is
experienced.

Creative Team
Written and Directed

Linda Hassall (Griffith University)

Lighting Design

Andrew Meadows

Performed

Griffith University Applied Theatre 2nd year students

Production Team

Stephen Rowan and Shaun Charles

Early childhood advisor

Julie Dunn

PRESENTED BY STATE LIBRARY OF QUEENSLAND & GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY

Classroom Context

Dragon Tales

Children create their own strange-itoreum filled with nonsense objects,
label these objects and explain their “strange” purposes. Children
explore shadows as a means of creating characters and investigate
strange words and their meanings to develop narratives linking these
ideas together.

Children explore the library for books about dragons.

Learning Experiences
Key ‘Strange-itoreum’ Questions
You know the Strange-itoreum is near if you hear the fridge rattling,
smell of dragons or notice extraterrestrial peas rolling around your
dinner plate.

• Share the books as a class.
• Children design a dragon that might be found in the Strange-itoreum.
• Encourage children to think about what is strange and different about
their dragon.

Story Time
Think about/talk about/read …stories where strange things happen.
For example: Alice in Wonderland
Wonderland; The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; A
Series of Unfortunate Events; There’s a Sea in My Bedroom; Where the Wild
Things Are etc. What is the strangest story of all?

• What other clues might tell you that a Strange-itoreum is near?
• What would you ﬁnd in a Strange-itoreum?
• If the people in charge of the Strange-itoreum are the Head Mistress
and the Toe Mistress, what might they be like and what jobs might
they do?

Create your own Strange-itoreum
What strange objects do you have at home under your bed, in your
wardrobe, tucked behind the bookcase, between the shoes in your
cupboard, lying around in your back garden?
• Ask children to bring these along to school and label them so that
others know what strange purposes they serve.

My Strange-itoreum Adventure
If you attended the show…
Recall the adventures you had with children in the Strange-itoreum.
• Ask children to draw pictures to remind them of the key moments in this
adventure.

Head and Toe Mistresses
Create a book of strange words that the Head and Toe Mistresses might
use. For example, the Head Mistress is always saying, “Diabolical!”
Children can work with a partner to come up with a meaning for the
different words. Share as a class.

Soundscape fun
Children create a soundscape for their Strange-itoreum.
• Encourage children to think about what sounds can be create using
everyday objects or even their Strange-itoreum ones?

Shadows
• Use torches to create shadows and explore how these shadows can
become mysterious objects within the Strange-itoreum.

Feeling lost?

Read more about stories where strange things happen
Caroll, L 1865, Alice in Wonderland
Wonderland, United Kingdom, Macmillan.
Lewis, C.S 1950, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, United Kingdom,
Geoffrey Bles.
Handler, D 1999, A series of unfortunate events,
New York, HarperCollins Publishers (alter-ego of
Lemony Snicket)

Children design a map for people lost in their Strange-itoreum.

Wild, M 1989, There’s a Sea in my Bedroom,
Australia, Penguin.

• Children need to give instructions for how to ﬁnd their way out.
Remind children to include in their map all the strange objects they
would include in their Strange-itoreum if they were in charge.

Sendak, M 1988, Where the Wild Things Are, New
York, HarperCollins Publishers.

For Education Notes about the The Odditoreum exhibition,
please visit our website at www.outoftheboxfestival.com.au

VENUE State Library of Queensland
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Wednesday 13 June
12.15pm
Thursday 14 to Saturday 16 June
10.30am | 12.15pm
Sunday 17 June
10.30am

The Odditoreum is a travelling exhibition developed by the Powerhouse Museum.
This exhibition is supported by Visions of Australia, an Australian Government
program supporting touring exhibitions by providing funding assistance for the
development and touring of Australian cultural material across Australia.
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Story Dramas
Art Form Focus: Story Drama
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… How can we step inside storybooks?

The Workshop
This workshop asks children to contemplate important questions posed by a classic picture book.
Story Dramas encourage children to enter into the life of a book and become characters of the story, props and sometimes even to become parts of the
landscape. Led by experienced theatre directors, children enter two different environments to play, create and take on roles as they explore the story.

Classroom Context

2. Sculptors and Clay

Story Dramas are created when student groups develop a scene from a
book focused on the interaction of the characters through dialogue and
action. Participants create the scene without a script by using drama
techniques such as those listed below.

One child becomes the sculptor and the other is the clay. The sculptor
moulds the clay to create a sculpture that reflects a character in a
given context. The sculptor focuses on posture of clay first (from toes
to head), then works on facial features to complete.

The following activities are a guide for you to integrate Story Dramas
with favourite books in your classroom. Story Dramas provide the entry
point for children into literature through a kinaesthetic approach. Tools of
drama are implemented to create an immersive play space for children
through drama techniques. Props and costumes can be included.

Notes: Sculptors and Clay encourages children to express the emotion,
personality and actions of characters through a peer.

Learning Experiences
The following are drama techniques that can be used when enacting
any Story Drama.

1. Freeze Frames
In a freeze frame, the actions, ideas and emotions in a performance are
frozen, as in a photograph.
Notes: Freeze Frames are great for children to capture the essence of a
story and deliver it through performance.

3. Tap and Talk
Children in a freeze frame or tableau are tapped on the shoulder and
respond to the dramatic situation by sharing their thoughts.
Notes: Provides an opportunity and order for children to express their
action or character.

4. Gossip Mill
In this activity children walk around an open space. When the teacher
indicates, children find the closest child to them and whisper to
each other their thoughts on the given statement or question. The
statements/questions could be centred on a character’s emotions,
actions, decisions and ideas. This can be repeated multiple times.

Learning Experiences

• sadness that the adventure didn’t work out.

Story Selection

Gossip Mill

Collect your class’s favourite story books.

Ask children,

The Story Experience – An example
Allen, P 1982, Who sank the boat? London, Puffin Books.
Identify characters in the story: a cow, donkey, sheep, pig and a tiny little
mouse.
Identify key themes: friendship, adventure, accident.

Freeze Frames
Children freeze frame the following objects individually:
• a boat aﬂoat
• a paddle

• What if the mouse was too scared to jump in?
• What adventure might the others have had?

Bring the story to life
• How can you create sensory experiences to encourage children to draw
on sight, taste, touch, sound and smell?
• Utilise age appropriate games through improvisation (Improv
Encyclopedia).
• Which objects/props and costumes could be used to create the
storybook atmosphere?

• an umbrella
• a ball of wool and knitting needles
• a sunken boat.
Children freeze frame the following phrases in pairs:

Online Resources
Improv Encyclopedia, 2007, viewed 29 February 2012.
http://improvencyclopedia.org/download/book.pdf.

• an animal climbing into the boat
• two animals in a rocking boat
• two animals about to fall out of the boat.

“Children learn through ART – through the artistry of play –
musical, linguistic, visual & design, dance, dramatic play.”
John O’Toole.

Children freeze frame the following phrases in a group of 4-5:
• the animals lining up to climb into the boat
• the animals balancing their weight in the boat
• the animals falling out of the boat
• the animals splashing in the water.

Talk about
• Talk about choices for each frame.
• What did they think about when creating the object/animal in the frame?
• Did they think about times they felt uncertain, as the characters did?

Sculptors and Clay
Children form 2 circles. Children in the inside circle will be the clay.
Children in the outside circle will be the sculptors. Rotate Sculptors
and Clay.
Sculptors stand opposite the clay and sculpt:
• excited to be going on an adventure
• hesitation to hop in the boat
• relief that the boat didn’t sink

VENUE Function Room
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
9.15am | 10.30am | 12pm | 1.30pm

12 - 17
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Digital Play
Art Form Focus:

A Digital Technologies Workshop

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… How does sound create meaning, mood and theme?

The Workshop
Not just a game?
Come and create a sound story using digital technologies and gaming. Make sound tracks, play with light and colour and explore new virtual spaces. This
workshop by sound designer/noise maker/musician/professional geek and loopoligist Peter Nelson and KITE teacher artist Johanna Searles will bring out
the inventor in every child.

Classroom Context
Creating soundscapes involves the use of voice and percussion to
express a theme or mood. Soundscaping invites you to re-imagine
teaching and learning ideas and concepts through technology and
gaming. Children will experience soundscapes through voice, body
and objects.

• What would happiness sound like using just our voices?
Laughter, giggling, singing a happy song
• What would happiness sound like using our body?
Clapping, stamping feet, clicking fingers
• Explore other emotions and personality traits such as: scared; sad;
shyness.

Learning Experiences
Musical Techniques
Tuning in
Begin with a listening activity.
• Children close their eyes and tune in to their natural environment to
identify up to five sounds.

Voice and body percussion play
Investigate different feelings through voice and body percussion.
Take students through an example initially.

Crescendo/Decrescendo
Experience the effect of voice and movement sound delivery. In a circle,
children begin on the floor. All together, begin counting slowly to ten,
building action and voice level. Ten should be as loud as they can be
with everyone standing tall. One should be silent and back to squatting
on the ground.

Object play

Soundtrack Tunes

Investigate how sounds can be made with different objects – individually
and combined.

Create a soundtrack for different movie genres using voice and
percussion (body movements and objects).
Genres: comedy, thriller, fantasy, action, adventure.

• Collect a range of objects from around the classroom such as
newspaper, empty water bottle, cardboard of different thickness,
sports ball.
• Provide time for children to manipulate objects and determine what
sounds the objects make.
• Ask children to close their eyes and listen carefully to the sounds
they hear.

Soundscaping Stories
Choose a picture book and create a soundscape to accompany the story.
Identify signals to conduct – beginning, volume increasing/decreasing/
stop. Children can use musical instruments, sound effects and vocal
work.

• Ask children: Do any of them remind you of sounds in the
environment, perhaps at home, or school? What about other places
like the beach or shopping centres?

Jungle play
Brainstorm sounds you might hear in a jungle environment or rainforest
with children.
Investigate voice and percussive elements which could be used to make
the sound of:
• a storm approaching and departing (tapping hands on the ground
softly and slowly, building up to loud claps)
• the pitter-patter of rain
• wind blowing, making trees fall down
• animal sounds – monkeys laughing, different birds tweeting in
conversation
• the footsteps of animals
• insects buzzing.
Repeat with objects.

A busy beach
Brainstorm sounds you might hear at the beach.
Investigate voice and percussive elements which could be used to make
the sound of:
• animals – crabs clicking nippers, dog chasing ball, ﬁsh splashing in
the water
• waves crashing
• sunscreen squirting out of the bottles
• beach cafe – an angry chef in the kitchen
• children playing
• people ﬁshing.
Repeat with objects.

VENUE Lyric Balcony Foyer
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
9.30am | 11am
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Dream Weavers
Art Form Focus:

Dance Workshop

Key Message:

Thinking out of the box… How do we share our thoughts and feelings through dance?

The Workshop
This ‘join-in performance’ follows Ashleigh and Darcy and their brave friends as they drift into their dream world of stories and adventures. Travel with
them through space, over oceans, fighting with pirates, through jungles with bands of marauding monkeys and dancing with monsters.
Children in the audience will ‘dream weave’ the adventures of Ashleigh, Darcy and their friends as they determine what happens next in a 20 minute
performance. The performance is followed by a 30 minute workshop where the children create their own dream dance.
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Dance Vocabulary used in the workshop

Classroom Context

When creating short movement sequences explore:

Dance involves movement in various genres and styles, incorporating
sensory elements and the use of imagery. Through a range of learning
experiences, children explore movement and meaning. Children create
short movement sequences that explore contrast between time, space,
energy and action, as they describe their own dreams through the
language of dance.

Time – fast and slow
Energy – Low and High
Space – High, Middle and Low levels, close together and far apart,
curved and angular pathways
Action – Locomotor movement (travelling through the space) and
non locomotor movement (movement that happens on the spot).

The following activities will prepare the children by starting their
‘imagining’ and beginning to build a describing vocabulary that will form
the basis for the movements they create.

Learning Experiences

Action Story

Dreams

Action Stories can be expressed through dance.

Explore the concept of dreams.

This story is one to make you laugh
For my day started on a boat and ended with giraffes!
Early this morning I jumped out of bed
Whipped a bag around my back and hat on my head
Jumped into the boat and headed out on a trip
But from rocking side to side, I lost my grip!
Head over heels I fell into the sea
Paddling fast as I could, I stopped suddenly
I could see a fin coming my way
A dolphin, a shark, whatever could it be?
I had to swim quickly
Closer it came, I crawled back in the boat
Huffing and puffing and put on a coat
I sat and shivered from the freezing sea
Then I realised it was a box floating towards me.
I jumped on top and peeked inside
Arghh, alive!
Not one or two but five giraffes had tried to escape from the local zoo
Whatever will I do?
The giraffes filed into the boat one by one
How fun!

• Ask children what sort of dreams they have?
• Ask children to consider why we dream about certain things.
• Explore whether children feel emotions in dreams.

Imagination
Discuss the concept of imagination.
• What it our imagination?
• Why do we use it?
• Do we feel emotions in imagination as we do in dreams?

Sleep
• How do you fall asleep? Do you toss and turn, throw your sheets and
blankets and wrestle with your pillow? Or do you drift off to sleep as
if on a soft cloud, surrounded by your cuddly pillow and blankets?
• Using two contrasting pieces of music, invite the children to decide
which best describes falling asleep.
• As music is playing create a word bank of words that describe their
kind of falling asleep experience.

Texture Walks

• Explore the different actions with children.
• Children work with a partner to create their own ending.
• Provide children with the opportunity to write their own action story.

Children improvise walking on and through different textures. Children
recognise and demonstrate how the different textures alter their
movements.

• Emotions and movements can be extended as in Universal Walks.

• Examples of textures to walk over: hundreds and thousands that have
fallen off an ice-cream cone, hot sand, mud with snapping crocodiles.

Andreae, G 1999, Giraffes can’t dance, Great Britain, ORCHARD BOOKS.

• Examples of textures to walk through: honey, a tub of jelly, milky
chocolate.
Experiment with these elements of movement:
•
•
•
•

Change level – High (Tall) and Low
Change quality – Vibration
Change direction – Forwards, backwards, sideways and diagonal
Cannon – Children pass the movement around the circle, changing
movement elements above.

Read more about dance

French, J 2006, Josephine wants to dance, Australia, HarperCollins
Australia.
Diggory Shields, C 1997 Saturday night at the dinosaur stomp, London,
Walker Books.

Note to Teachers:
As you discuss this experience of going to the
theatre refer to it as ‘movement’ rather than
‘dance’. Many children find it less confronting.

Universal writing
Children write/draw a picture with their bodies based on a topic or
theme. Elements are changed to alter the delivery or the word/phrase or
picture.
Topics might include writing:
• their name
• a phrase
• a storyline.
Or drawing such as:

VENUE Playhouse Rear

• their family
• pet
• object.

AGES 3–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Sunday 17 June
11am | 1.30pm

12 - 17
June
2012

Design Your Story World
Art Form Focus: Design, craft and visual art
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box…How can illustrations enrich our storybook experience?

The Workshop
Have you ever imagined being able to walk around the illustrations in a picture book? What might buildings feel or look like? How big is everything?
Using art and design techniques, children and adults will work with QUT Early Childhood Education students to help build a large-scale, 3-Dimensional,
continuous installation of two picture book worlds.

Classroom Context
Children will engage in learning experiences with a focus on the effect illustrations have on a story. Children will experience build their own story world in
their classroom through an imaginative approach. The example of creating a story world provided is based on the story book Stars by Mary Lyn Ray.

Childish wonder is an amazing thing

Main Text
Ray, M. L 2011, Stars, New York, Beach Lane Books.

Through smoky blue twilight to glimmering night-time inky
black
Children create their own stars.

Learning Experiences
Collect story or picture books from the school library with engaging and
exuberant illustrations.

An example
Share the story of Stars with children.

What if you could have a star?
Children begin by cutting out a shiny paper star to put in their pocket,
because “some days you feel shiny as a star... but some days you don’t
feel shiny. Those days, it’s good to reach for the one in your pocket”

– Stars.

Explore with children different ways to make stars;
• Colour schemes (cool colours for night sky).
• Drawing – shading (soft, heavy), stencilling, playing with line (heavy,
curved, squiggly).
• Painting
• Collage – cutting triangles and gluing together, using different
textured fabrics (shiny, rough, smooth), different paper.
• 3D shapes – paper mache.

Fanciful Rhapsody

Online Resources - Illustrator Interviews

Build a story world through stars.

Explore how illustrators develop ideas with children.

• Sky-watching: “As soon as you see one, there’s another, and another”.

Marla Frazee, 2012, viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.marlafrazee.com/alternate.html.

Hang stars from the ceiling and attach to objects above.
• Garden: “Yellow stars on pumpkin vines become October pumpkins”.
Create a vine of stars around the walls of the classroom.
• Household: “There might be a star on the calendar to mark a
special day”.
Use stars on the classroom calendar, wall charts and as positive
reinforcement for children.
• Fanciful: “Moss where you might see fairies is made of green stars”.
Create a garden pathway of the stars through the classroom.

Song about Stars
Using percussion instruments think about how to represent;
• How stars twinkle
• When stars are shining bright
• When stars cannot be seen
• Stars that are near and far
• Falling stars.

“GD: With your own stories, do you find that you start with images in your
head, or do you start with the text?
MF Often I start with a character. A character will come to me, and it’s like,
MF:
that’s a hilarious character. I want to know what that character is all about,
and then I’ll try to figure that out.”
Wired, 2011, Interview Marla Frazee, viewed 29 February 2012, <http://
www.wired.com/geekdad/2011/10/wordstock-interview-marla-frazee/>.
“When it was time to paint the finishes for Stars, I had to make an effort
to slow myself down. Some of the paintings in Stars were laborious.
Hundreds of layers of watercolor, hundreds of snowflakes, hundreds
of mossy stars, etc. But it was calming, too, and I usually need to calm
down.”
The Childrens Book Review, 2012, Marla Frazee the best interview ever,
viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.thechildrensbookreview.com/weblog/2012/01/
award-winning-illustrator-marla-frazee-the-best-interview-ever.html.
Little Tiger Press, 2012, Interviews, viewed 29 February,
http://www.littletigerpress.com/lyndall/interviews.htm.
Titles of activities from Erin Murphy’s review of Stars.
Erin Murphy Literary Agent, 2012, reviewed 29 February 2012.
http://emliterary.com/news.php?num=188.

Stars…“it’s what they mean to us on the ground both in their literal and
symbolic incarnations, whether twinkling overhead, decorating our lives
with shiny shapes, or metaphorically lighting our way” Erin Murphy.

VENUE Playhouse Lounge
AGES 3–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 and Wednesday 13 June
9am | 10.45am | 12pm | 1.15pm
Thursday to Sunday 17 June
9am | 10.30am | 12pm | 1.15pm

12 - 17
June
2012

The Art, the Heart
and the Soul of Food
Art Form Focus: Food Science Workshop
Key Message:

Thinking out of the box…
There’s more to food then eating it! How much do you know about the food you eat?

The Workshop
Join executive chefs Rhett Willis of Jellyfish and Tony Percuoco of Tartufo along with Junior Master Chefs Isabella and Sophia as they work with children
to explore the origins and delights of food and cooking. Children will learn about aquaculture and delight in getting up-close and personal with some very
big sea creatures! They will be introduced to the secrets of traditional Italian cooking and will observe the masterful creation of Japanese delicacies.
Designed by leading Brisbane chefs to foster a curiosity and healthy appetite for food, this program will delight kids in the excitement of the art, the heart
and the soul of food.

Classroom Context
Understanding where food comes from and who is involved in the
preparation is important for children to appreciate and think critically
about the foods they consume.
Through learning experiences foregrounding cultural and traditional
elements of eating, children will share and learn about the cultures and
traditions within their classroom.

Provide a chef’s hat template for children to create their own idea of
the origin.
Children can share their research with the chefs and team during The
Art, the Heart & the Soul of Food workshops.

The Heart – Add a sprinkle, a dash, a dollop
Ask children to bring in their favourite recipes from home.
Children share why they love the recipe.

Learning Experiences
The Art – Put on your Chef’s hat
Explore the history of how chefs’ hats came to be worn.
Legend has it that a long long time ago, chefs in Assyria wore crownlike hats that differentiated them from other kitchen help. It seems that
kings were being poisoned by angry chefs, so in order to make them
feel special (thus hopefully eliminating the desire to poison the leader),
they were presented with a unique piece of headgear.
ReluctantGourmet.com

Collate recipes into a class folder and encourage children to exchange
recipes.
Experience how different cultures share meals and host traditional
mealtimes. Invite children to share memories and experiences. Older
children can host these mealtimes in groups following a whole-class
planning session.

Author Sophie Dahl (granddaughter of Roald Dahl) gives new expressions
and themes to her recipes and dishes:
A rainbow after a storm (trifle) …It smells like spring (salad) …The smell
of wet grass after rain (spring lamb).
Following Sophie’s inspiration, incorporate sensory elements and host
themed mealtimes with children.

Discuss healthy choices.
Divide children into groups of 2-3. With the given theme, children
collaborate on food ideas and use an online planner to record their ideas.
Share different plans as a class. Combine ideas to determine one plan and
organise the themed mealtime.

Online Resources
Sophie Dahl, viewed 29 February 2012,

Other examples:

http://sophiedahl.com/.

Looks like different-coloured butterflies in a meadow of flower.

Woolworths 2011, Woolworths Lunch Box Planner,
viewed 29 February 2012,
http://www.woolworths.com.au/wps/wcm/connect/Website/Woolworths/
Fresh+Food+Kids/Lunch-Box-Planner/.

Feels like a rainforest
Sounds like disco music
Tastes like mum’s cooking that went horribly wrong.
Children create their own theme incorporating a sensory element.
Share ideas and brainstorm foods that may be associated with each.

National Aquaculture Association 2012, Kids corner,
viewed 29 February 2012,
http://thenaa.net/kids-corner.
The Love Chef 2005, The love chef for kids, viewed 29 February 2012,

The Soul – Health and Wellbeing

http://www.thelovechef.com/kids/careers.html.

Explore occupations in food such as a farmer and chef to discover how
food is prepared.
Elaborate on each occupation to explore the different farms a farmer may
manage such as aquaculture and the role of the chef in different kitchens.

Read more about food
Carle, E 2001, Today is Monday
Monday, New York, Penguin.
Carle, E 1995, Walter the Baker
Baker, New York, Penguin.

What’s for lunch?
Eating together offers a comforting ritual… and the opportunity to
introduce kids to new foods. Kidshealth.org
Children plan a balanced lunch box based on the chosen themed mealtime.
To get children thinking about what they eat for lunch and the positive
changes that can be made, brainstorm foods they like within categories of:
Meal; Fruit and Snack.

VENUE Lyrebird Restaurant
AGES 5–8 years
DAYS AND TIMES
Tuesday 12 to Thursday 14 June
10am | 11.30am | 1pm
Friday 15 June
10am | 11.30am
Saturday 16 June
10am | 1pm

Barrett, J 1982. Cloudy with a chance of meatballs, USA, Aladdin Books.

WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE OUT OF THE BOX SUPPORTERS: 612ABC, AUSTRALIAN BATTERY DISTRIBUTORS, BOSTIK, BRETT’S HARDWARE,
BRISBANE MARKETS, CRAYOLA, EENI MEENI MIINI MOH, JELLYFISH, THE LUCKY CHARM NEWSAGENTS, PERFORMANCE FRONTIERS, RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA,
SCI-FLEET MOTORS, TARTUFO, THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND PRESS AND XBOX 360.

www.outoftheboxfestival.com.au

Correct at time of printing.

